A s you come through the gate leave the city behind

Please take in the view that is waiting for you

On the shor e you’ll see two willows

For SANCTUARY is what you will find
A place for nature, no dog s allowed,
So that birds and plants can grow healthy and proud.

From the deck that is built near the pond.
You’ll be happy to know that it’s NOT oil below,
So, my friend, please don’t be alarmed.

That are shaped into an H.
Is this nature’s secret symbol
So the birds can find this place?

L ook to your right where an old cherry tree

You’ll be happy to know that’s not oil below,

As you go into the woods

wears a burled gall. Now what can that be?
It’s not dangerous at all, it’s not a disease.
It’s like a scab that helps heal a child’s scraped knee.

It’s actually decayed vegetation.
The rainbow you see near the roots of the trees.
It’s not harmful to flora or fauna.

Bid our pond a fond adieu
Then look ahead and all around
Finding something else that’s new.

S

“ tay on the trail” states the usual sign,
But going off here is certainly fine.
For we want you to see the upturned trees,
The cattails and flowers all kissed by the bees.

From this very spot, look high up above

From here take the path that goes through the meadow
Where skies are above you instead of the trees.
Look carefully around you to see all the plant life
That’s different from all that you’ve seen.

From the top of the hill you can see, if you will,

For the great blue heron the children all love.
Look for signs of the old and the new.
Do you see where the monument comes into view?

The home of our dear Minna Hall.
Audubon members will be certain to tell you
She’s the person who started it all.

It’s reason for being is perfectly clear,

Minna Hall so loved the birds

It helps us remember Jo Albrecht was here.
The Friends Group she started works hard ‘til this day
To keep the pond natural in every way.

That she fought to save their lives
By protecting them from hunters
And from hat makers’ designs.

Just past the stone, a trellis you’ll see

The bridge that is below you

Pass through to the garden where new wonders will be
The Red Japanese Maple is regal and tall,
A sign that it’s healthy, roots, trunk, leaves and all.

Will lead you to the trees
Where the songbirds seek their refuge
‘neath the brush and in the leaves.

T rees in our sanctuary are often quite old.

But before you reach that haven,

A s you move along the trail,

The purpose of these structures

There’s a “classroom” to your right,
The kind where children gather to find inveterbrates.
Lift a rock or move a branch and perhaps you’ll find a slug,
Or an ant, or a spider, or some other kind of bug!

Is to make the water clean
When it’s flowing through the storm drains
Like a quickly moving stream.

This t ree might be 80, or so I am told.
This formal garden was planned and created,
Most plants were purchased, not many are native.

For the sparrows and the wrens
You’ll see engineering marvels
Near where the bridge begins.

A gazebo on the p ath
Just a ceiling, but no
walls.
You can get an echo back
When you talk, or if you call.

Continue on the path
‘til you find the tallest tree.
It’s an oak of royal stature.
That means “strength” to you and me.

Here the trail

ends in a loop
Your quest is now complete
Find a bench and peek below it
To find your special treat.

Fill the lines below with the underlined
letters from the Quest and read a
special message!

Hall’s Pond Nature Sanctuary

Hall’s Pond
Nature Sanctuary
Quest

Parking access from Amory Street

This nature sanctuary quest was developed
by the Hall’s Pond Learning Project, a special program developed by the Friend’s of
Hall’s Pond to help Brookline teachers, students and other residents learn about and
appreciate their local natural environment. If
you would like to receive copies of quests
for other Brookline parks and sanctuaries, or
would be interested in writing your own
quest, please call the Hall’s Pond Learning
Project at 617-277-4777 or email us at
HallsPondLearning@hotmail.com.
Hall’s Pond Learning Project
44 Webster Place
Brookline, MA 02445
The Hall’s Pond Learning Project receives generous
support from the Brookline Community Fund, the
Brookline Conservation Commission and the Brookline
GreenSpace Alliance.

Start

Friends of Hall’s
Pond Garden

Take the challenge!
Follow the clues inside
and learn about the
unique nature and
wildlife of the Hall’s
Pond Sanctuary!

